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Abstract: In the current paper is presented a generalized net model of selecting a method for 
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1 Introduction 

Let us suppose that is given a dataset with n points in a d-dimensional space and it is given the 
number of desired clusters k. The task of clustering is to partitioning the dataset in k-groups. 
The number of clusters isn't known at any time. It depends of the type of clustering, of the 
selected method and the algorithm which is used. In the present paper are analyzed the main 
methods for clustering. The most popular of them are hierarchical clustering, partitioning 
clustering, density-based clustering, grid-based clustering, model-based clustering.  Each of 
them has own methods and algorithms that are used to group clusters. The whole process of 
clustering contains tree summarized steps – training, validation and testing. The input data is 
separated in three parts - training set, validation set and testing set. Previously the training set is 
preprocessed which means that it will not contain missing values, outliers (noise). The training 
set, the clustering method and the criteria are used to form clusters. The validation set and the 
criteria are used to set the received clusters. The result of clustering is applied to testing set to 
predict future values. Ordinarily the criteria are similarity and distance-based measures, 
number for clusters [1, 4, 11]. 
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2 Generalized net model 
The concept for Generalized nets is introduced in [2, 3]. There are several methods and 
algorithms for knowledge discovery that are already modeled by generalized nets [5–10]. In 
this paper is constructed a generalized net model of the process of selecting a method for 
clustering. The GN is presented on the Fig. 1. It contains 7 transitions and 41 places. 
 

 

Figure 1. Hierarchical generalized net model of the process of selecting a method for clustering 
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It can replace the transition Z6 in a generalized net of the process of clustering using operator 
Н3.  The set of transitions А is the following: 
 

А1 = {Z0, Z1, Z2 , Z3 , Z4 , Z5 , Z6 , Z7}, 
 

where the transitions describe the processes: 
• Z0 - "input parameters"; 
• Z1 - "hierarchical methods for clustering"; 
• Z2 - "partitioning methods for clustering"; 
• Z3 - "density-based clustering"; 
• Z4 - "grid-based clustering"; 
• Z5 - " model-based clustering"; 
• Z6 - " other methods for clustering - fuzzy clustering, soft computing"; 
• Z7 - "output data". 
•  

The transition Z0 has the following form: 
Z0 = 〈{b3, c3, a11, a19, a23, L25}, {L1, L2, LL-3, L4, L5, L6, L7}, R0, 

∨(∧( b3, c3, a11), a19, a23, L25) 〉, 
where:  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 3,6

3 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 3,6

11 11,1 11,2 11,3 11,4 11,5 11,60

19 19,1 19,2 19,3 19,4 19,5 19,6

23 23,1 23,2 23,3 23,4 23,5 23,6

25 25,

L L L L L L L
b W W W W W W false
c W W W W W W false
a W W W W W W falseR
a W W W W W W false
a W W W W W W false
L W

=

1 25,2 25,3 25,4 25,5 25,6

,

W W W W W false

 

and: 
i = {1,2,...,6}, where: 
i = 1-"hierarchical clustering"; 
i = 2-"partitioning clustering"; 
i = 3-"density-based clustering"; 
i = 4-"grid-based clustering"; 
i = 5-"model-based clustering"; 
i = 6-"other methods for clustering"; 

The predicates in the index matrix R0 have the following meaning:  
• W3,1 = W3,2 = W3,3 = W3,4 = W3,5 = W3,6 = "selected criteria for clustering of type i" (from 

place b3); 
• W3,1 = W3,2 = W3,3 = W3,4 = W3,5 = W3,6 = = "selected method and algorithm for 

clustering of type i" ( from place c3) ; 
• W11,1 = W11,2 = W11,3 = W11,4 = W11,5 = W11,6 = " selected data for clustering of type i"; 
• W19,1 = W19,2 = W19,3 = W19,4 = W19,5 = W19,6 = "there are data for validation clustering of 

type i"; 
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• W23,1 = W23,2 = W23,3 = W23,4 = W23,5 = W23,6 = " there are data for testing clustering of 
type i"; 

• W25,1 = W25,2 = W25,3 = W25,4 = W25,5 = W25,6 = W25,7 = "it is necessary new data, criteria 
or method"; 

The tokens from places b3, c3, a11, a19, a23, L25 enter in transition Z0. In places L1, L2, LL-3, L4, 
L5, L6, L7 enter tokens with characteristics: 

• "data, criteria and method for hierarchical clustering" in place L1, 
• "data, criteria and method for partitioning clustering" in place L2, 
• "data, criteria and method for density-based clustering" in place L3, 
• "data, criteria and method for grid-based clustering" in place L4, 
• "data, criteria and method for model-based clustering" in place L5, 
• "data, criteria and method for other methods for clustering" in place L6, 
• "data, criteria and method for other (second) types of clustering" in place L7. 

The σ-token entering in the net via place L8 with initial characteristic: "method for creating 
clusters - 'bottom-top' or 'top-bottom' ". 

 
The transition Z1 has the following form: 

Z1 =  〈{ L8, L3, L12, L13, L14, L15},{L9, L10, L11, L12, L13, L14, L15}, R1,  
∨(∧(L8, L3), L12, L13, L14, L15) 〉, 

where:  

,

15,1514,1515

14,1413,1414

13,1312,1313

12,1211,1210,129,1212

3

8

1514131211109

1

WWfalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
falseWWfalsefalsefalsefalseL
falsefalseWWfalsefalsefalseL
falsefalsefalseWWWWL
truefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
truefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
LLLLLLL

R =  

and: 
• 9,12W  = " к-clusters from hierarchical clustering are received "; 

• 10,12W  = " n-points between the clusters from hierarchical clustering are received "; 

• 11,12W  = "it is necessary other type of clustering "; 

• 12,12W  = ¬( 9,12W ∧ 10,12W ∧ 11,12W ); 

• 12,13W  = "the type of hierarchical clustering is determined - 'agglomerative' or 'divisive'"; 

• 13,13W  = ¬ 12,13W ; 

• 13,14W  = "  the way to calculate the similarity measures is determined -  'single-linkage', 
'complete linkage', 'group average '";  

• 14,14W  = ¬ 13,14W ; 

• 14,15W  = " the direction of clustering is determined -'bottom-top', 'top-bottom'"; 

• 15,15W  = ¬ 14,15W . 
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At the first activation of transition the token from place L8 entering in place L15 don't obtain 
new characteristic. In the next time moment the token from place L15 generates new one that 
enters in place L14 with characteristic: “direction of clustering - 'bottom-top', 'top-bottom'”. At 
the third activation of transition the token from place L14 generates new one that enters in place 
L13 with characteristic: "the way to calculate the similarity measures". In the next time moment 
the token from place L13 generates new one that enters in place L12 with characteristic:"type of 
clustering - 'agglomerative' or 'divisive'". In the next activation the token from place L12 

generates three new tokens that enter in places L9, L10 and L11 with characteristics: "received 
clusters from hierarchical clustering" in place L9, "data fallen between the clusters in 
hierarchical clustering " in place L10, "output data from hierarchical clustering to choosing a 
new clustering method" in place L11. 

 
The σ-token entering in place L5 with initial characteristic: "given number of clusters ". 

The transition Z2 has the form: 
Z2 = 〈{ L16, L2, L20, L21},{L17, L18, L19, L20, L21}, R2, 

∨( L16, L2, L20, L21) 〉, 
where:  

,

21,2120,2121

20,2019,2018,2017,2020

2

16

2120191817

2

WWfalsefalsefalseL
falseWWWWL
truefalsefalsefalsefalseL
falsetruefalsefalsefalseL
LLLLL

R =

 

and: 
• 17,20W  = " к-clusters from partitioning clustering are received "; 

• 18,20W  = " n-points between the clusters from partitioning clustering are received "; 

• 19,20W  = " it is necessary other type of clustering "; 

• 20,20W  = ¬( 17,20W ∧ 18,20W ∧ 19,20W ); 

• 20,21W  = "there is selected number for clusters". 

• 21,21W  = ¬ 20,21W  

At the first activation of the transition the token entering in place L21 (from place L16) don't 
obtain new characteristic. At the second activation the token from place L21 generates new one 
that enters in place L20 with characteristic: "number of clusters". In this time moment the token 
from place L2 enters in place L20 and generate three new tokens. They enter in places L17 , L18 

and L19 with characteristics: "received clusters from partitioning clustering" in place L17, 
"received data between clusters from partitioning clustering" in place L18, "output data from 
partitioning clustering for choosing other clustering method" in place L19. 

 
The transition Z3 has the form: 

Z3 = 〈{ L1, L25},{L22, L23, L24, L25}, R3, ∨( L1, L25) 〉, 
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where:  

,

25,2524,2523,2522,2525

1

25242322

3

WWWWL
truefalsefalsefalseL
LLLL

R =  

and: 
• 22,25W  = " к - clusters from density-based clustering are received "; 

• 23,25W  = " n - points between the clusters from density-based clustering are received "; 

• 24,25W  = " it is necessary other type of clustering "; 

• 25,25W  = ¬( 22,25W ∧ 23,25W ∧ 24,25W ); 

The token entering in place L25 ( from place L1) don't obtain new characteristic. The token 
from place L25 generates three new token that enter in places L22, L23 and L24 with 
characteristics: "received clusters from density-based clustering" in place L22, "received data 
between clusters from density-based clustering " in place L23, "output data from density-based 
clustering for choosing other clustering method" in place L24. 

The σ-token entering in the net via place L26 with initial characteristic:"dimension". 
 
The transition Z4 has the form: 

Z4 = 〈{L26, L6, L30, L31},{L27, L28, L29, L30, L31}, R4, ∨(∧( L26, L6), L30, L31) 〉, 
where:  

,

31,3130,3131

30,3029,3028,3027,3030

6

26

3130292827

4

WWfalsefalsefalseL
falseWWWWL
falsetruefalsefalsefalseL
truefalsefalsefalsefalseL
LLLLL

R =  

and: 
• 27,30W  = " к - clusters from grid-based clustering are received "; 

• 28,30W  = " n - points between the clusters from grid-based clustering are received "; 

• 29,30W  = " it is necessary other type of clustering "; 

• 30,30W  = ¬( 27,30W ∧ 28,30W ∧ 29,30W ∧ 29,30W ). 
• 30,31W  = "there is a selected number for clusters"; 

• 31,31W  = ¬ 30,31W . 
At the first activation of the transition the token from place L26 enters in place L31 and don't 

obtain new characteristic. At the second activation the token from place L31 generates new 
token that enters in place L30 with characteristic: "selected dimension for mapping the data". 

At the third activation the token from place L30 generates three new tokens that enters in 
places L27, L28 and L29 with characteristics: "received clusters from grid-based clustering " in 
place L27, " received data between clusters from grid-based clustering " in place L28, "output 
data from grid-based clustering for choosing other clustering method" in place L29. 
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The transition Z5 has the form: 
Z5 = 〈{ L5, L35},{L32, L33, L34, L35}, R5, ∨(L5, L36) 〉, 

where:  

,

35,3534,3533,3532,3535

5

35343332

5

WWWWL
truefalsefalsefalseL
LLLL

R =  

and: 
• 32,35W  = " к - clusters from model-based clustering are received"; 

• 33,35W  = " n - points between the clusters from grid-based clustering are received "; 

• 34,35W  = " it is necessary other type of clustering "; 

• 35,35W  = ¬( 32,35W ∧ 33,35W ∧ 34,35W ). 
At the first activation of the transition the token from place enters in place L35 and don't 

obtain new characteristic. At the second activation of the transition the token from place L35 

generates three new tokens that enter in places L32, L33 and L34 with characteristics: "received 
clusters from model-based clustering " in place L32, "received data between clusters from 
model-based clustering " in place L33, "output data from model-based clustering for choosing 
other clustering method" in place L34. 

The σ-token enters the net via place L36 with initial characteristic: "other parameters". 
 
The transition Z6 has the form: 

Z6 = 〈{ L36, L4, L40, L41},{L37, L38, L39, L40, L41}, R6, 
∨(∧( L36, L4), L40, L41) 〉, 

where:  

,

41,4140,4141

40,4039,4038,4037,4040

4

36

4140393837

6

WWfalsefalsefalseL
falseWWWWL
falsetruefalsefalsefalseL
truefalsefalsefalsefalseL
LLLLL

R =  

and: 
37,40W  = " к - clusters from clustering of other method are received "; 

38,40W  = " n - points between the clusters from clustering of other method are received "; 

39,40W  = " it is necessary other type of clustering "; 

40,40W  = ¬( 37,40W ∧ 38,40W ∧ 39,40W ) 

40,41W  = "there are selected parameters"; 

41,41W  = ¬ 40,41W  
At the first activation of the transition the token from place L38 entering in place L41 and 

don't obtain new characteristic. At the second activation of the transition the token from place 
L41 generates new one with characteristic: "selected other parameters". 

The token entering in place L41 (from place L6) don't obtain new characteristic. At the third 
activation of the transition the token from place L41 generates three new tokens that enters in 
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places L38, L39 and L40 with characteristics: "received clusters from other method for clustering 
" in place L38, "received data between clusters from other method for clustering " in place L39, 
"it is necessary other type of clustering " in place L40. 

 
The transition Z7 has the form: 
Z7 = <{ L22, L23, L24, L17, L18, L19, L9, L10, L11, L37, L38, L39, L32, L33, L34, L27, L28, L29, L7}, 

{a15, a16, a17, b5, c6, a18}, R7, 
∨( L22, L23, L24, L17, L18, L19, L9, L10, L11, L37, L38, L39, L32, L33, L34, L27, L28, L29, L7)>, 

where:  

,

6,75,717,77

18,2929

16,2828

15,2727

18,3434

16,3333

15,3232

18,3939

16,3838

15,3737

18,1111

16,1010

15,99

18,1919

16,1818

15,1717

18,2424

16,2323

15,2222

1865171615

7

falseWWWfalsefalseL
WfalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
falsefalsefalsefalseWfalseL
falsefalsefalsefalsefalseWL

WfalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
falsefalsefalsefalseWfalseL
falsefalsefalsefalsefalseWL

WfalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
falsefalsefalsefalseWfalseL
falsefalsefalsefalsefalseWL
WfalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
falsefalsefalsefalseWfalseL
falsefalsefalsefalsefalseWL

WfalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
falsefalsefalsefalseWfalseL
falsefalsefalsefalsefalseWL

WfalsefalsefalsefalsefalseL
falsefalsefalsefalseWfalseL
falsefalsefalsefalsefalseWL
acbaaa

RR =−

 

and: 
• 15,22W  = 15,17W  = 15,9W  = 15,37W  = 15,32W  = 15,27W  = " 37,40W  = " к - clusters from clustering 

of type i are received "; 
• 16,23W  = 16,18W  = 16,10W  = 16,38W  = 16,33W  = 16,28W  = " n - points between the clusters from 

clustering of type i are received "; 
• 18,24W  = 18,19W  = 18,11W  = 18,39W  = 18,34W  = 18,29W  = " it is necessary other type of clustering "; 

• 17,7W  = " it is necessary new data for clustering "; 

• 5,7W  = " it is necessary new criteria for clustering "; 

• 6,7W  = " it is necessary new method for clustering ". 
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The tokens in the transition have different marks but we suppose that they are α-tokens 
(because data, criteria and clustering method entering in the subnet like one token). The tokens 
that enter in places a15, a16, a18 have the following characteristics: "received clusters of type i " 
in place a15, "received n - points between the clusters from clustering of type i " in place a16 and 
" need to select other type of clustering" in place a18. 

The tokens that enter in places a17, b5, c6 don't obtain new characteristics,  respectively: 
"needs of new data " in place a17, "needs of new criteria " in place b5, " needs of a new method 
for clustering" in place c6. 

3 Conclusion 

In the presented paper is constructed a generalized net model of the process of selecting a 
method for clustering. The model describes the different types of clustering. The constructed 
generalized net is a subnet of the transition Z6 of the generalized net of the process of 
clustering. Each one of the transitions Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6 in the generalized net can be 
replaced with subnet again by applying the hierarchical operator Н3. These subnets the authors 
will construct in the future works. 
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